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Giving all children a future 
through education







Our ethos  
is simple...

to give  
all children  
a future  
through  
education
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The Southover Partnership School is one  
of the UK’s leading independent special 
schools, with four sites across North  
and North West London. 

We provide full time education for learners in school years 3-13 with Education and 
Health Care plans. The learners have a range of needs including challenging behaviour, 
autism and learning difficulties. In addition to full time placements we provide 
education for those at risk of exclusion.

We are a welcoming and truly inclusive school. Our overwhelming principle is to 
keep learners safe. We provide a secure educational environment where learners are 
appreciated as individuals and given the opportunity to make the best possible progress.
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We are passionate about education and 
unswerving in our approach to learning.  
Relentless care underpins all our provision. 

The Southover Partnership School philosophy is based on a commitment to an exciting 
curriculum and relentless care for our pupils.

We consistently hold our learners in mind and see all behaviour as communication, 
ensuring that our support is responsive to the pupil’s behaviour. We teach learners,  
who are often vulnerable, to take ownership of their learning and behaviour within  
a supportive and nurturing environment. The rich curriculum we provide is tailored  
to our learners’ individual needs and this enables them to achieve. 

support and nurturing
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Our highly qualified and experienced  
staff enable us to provide a stable 
environment for students. 

In addition to being subject specialists, our staff have a knowledge of child development 
and attachment theory enabling us to provide relentless care. 

We work with parents and carers to ensure learners who have experienced exclusion 
feel valued from the start. We believe we should never give up on those whose 
education has been entrusted to us. 

We take time to ensure every child has a smooth transition to make them feel welcome.  
Effective communication with parents and carers is essential providing a consistent team 
around the pupil. 

Throughout their school career, a key worker is assigned to each learner to develop 
strong, supportive guidance and a trusting working relationship. This longstanding 
attachment figure is essential. Our highly qualified staff are supported by a range of 
professionals who have expertise in emotional well-being. 

Wherever possible we work towards including learners in mainstream provision.
  

stability and consistency
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Tailored Approach

The curriculum at The Southover Partnership 
School is tailored according to each learner’s 
needs. Our curriculum is flexible and dynamic to 
ensure that students are engaged and inspired.

Our use of formative assessment ensures 
that learning is based on what learners 
know, understand and can do. The curriculum 
is based on The National Curriculum and 
includes the core subjects. Learners are taught 
according to their needs either in a small group 
or on a one-to-one basis, this ensures each 
learner is safe and happy and learns to the  
best of their capability. 

My Curriculum

‘My Curriculum’ is the school’s unique 
approach to developing an individually 
tailored programme of study, which gives 
ownership of the curriculum path of the 
learner. The key areas include: My Core skills, 
My Choices, My Creative Self, My Body and 
My Healthy Self, Myself and My Future Self.  

‘My Curriculum’ provides progression and 
continually develops existing knowledge and 
skills. We include a range of work experience 
opportunities for all our older secondary students 
and ensure that there is a continuous focus 
on the development of communication and 
interaction skills. 

flexible and dynam
ic
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developing ow
nership
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building self-esteem
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Our teams support the daily therapeutic 
needs of our learners on site, through a 
wide range of activities. 

The aim is to build self-esteem and confidence in each learner, whilst encouraging 
communication and interaction.

Therapeutic activities are embedded through our creative arts, such as drama, art and 
photography. These are given prominence and help to provide emotional and personal 
development for our learners. We have access to a wide range of therapeutic services, 
which allows us to build a holistic team around the child according to their individual needs.

We work regularly with outside agencies such as CAMHS, Adolescent Outreach Services, 
Social Care, Careers Services and Youth Justice.



cultural enrichm
ent
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The curriculum is 
enriched by an ambitious 
range of activities that 
include creative craft, 
cultural visits, fencing, 
photography, go karting, 
water sports, cycle 
training and music 
making. Our children 
regularly raise money  
for charity. 

The curriculum is 
enriched by an ambitious 
range of activities that 
include creative craft, 
cultural visits, fencing, 
photography, go karting, 
water sports, cycle 
training and music 
making. Our children 
regularly raise money  
for charity. 



Our learners 
come from 
diverse settings. 
Many have 
a history of 
disrupted and 
limited schooling. 
Some of our 
learners are  
in care.   

We provide stability and tailor 
their education to ensure they 
gain the most out of the school 
experience from academic 
achievements, through to 
vocational skills and building 
personal relationships. 

flexible and dynam
ic
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Primary

At Riverbank primary school pupils 
experience the full National Curriculum 
in a therapeutic way. 

We make children feel safe so that 
they can learn. We do this by building 
self-esteem for learning. We have very 
high expectations of pupil progress and 
achieve this by creating a team around 
the child. Pupils experience consistent, 
challenging and safe learning. In this way, 
pupils who are fearful of learning are 
able to take risks and experiment.  
This is the essence of the work we do.
 
Staff work with pupils in very small groups. 
Teaching is thematic, starting from a 
pupil’s own interests and building the 
core subjects of the National Curriculum 
around these interests. The curriculum 
is enhanced with trips out, gardening, 
cookery, and creative activities.
 
Challenging behaviour is managed using 
a positive and thoughtful approach. We 
believe that all behaviour has meaning 
and therefore work hard to ensure we 
understand why children behave in 
certain ways. We engage pupils, parents 
and carers in understanding unwanted 
behaviour and planning the way forward.

Secondary

At our Kingsbury, North Finchley and 
Southgate sites the National Curriculum 
is the spring board for the outstanding 
breadth of what we offer. 

This curriculum is delivered in a 
therapeutic way, ensuring that students 
feel safe in their learning environment. 
Once trust has been built between the 
student and staff team around them,  
we strive for the best possible outcomes. 
Our students take external accreditations 
at every opportunity irrespective of 
their age. These include A and As levels, 
GCSE’s, Level 1 and 2, Entry Levels and 
other vocational qualifications.
 
Our outstanding exam results are 
achieved because we have expert staff. 
We broaden our curriculum working  
in conjunction with Work Skills Learning,  
an organisation providing a wide range  
of vocational opportunities.
 
Our teaching approach focuses on 
preparing for independence and life 
after school. We aim to ensure students 
have the relevant employability skills to 
prepare for the world of work and Further 
and Higher education. Independence 
Skills are integrated into our curriculum. 
We work hard to develop our students 
social skills so that their transitions can be 
successful and their adult lives satisfying.

teacher led, pupil driven
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Achievement 
and progression 
for our learners 
are paramount, 
encompassing 
both academic 
and life skills. 

We support our learners to 
make good choices in all they do, 
including their transition to the 
next phase of their education. 

All of our learners go on to further 
their education or into their 
chosen field of work, enabling 
them to become contributing 
members of the wider community. 
They learn to take control of their 
learning and life choices. This is 
something we are hugely proud of.

learning to take control
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The Southover Partnership 
Kingsbury Manor 
288 Kingsbury Road 
Roe Green Park 
London NW9 9HA  

t: 020 8446 0300    
f: 020 8446 0430    
e: info@southoverpartnership.com

www.southoverpartnership.com


